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This thesis critically examines the findings in the previous studies of
Black perceptions of the police and their Job performance.
Although the earlier studies found an overaill favorable opinion of
Blacks tow^u?d police and their Job performance, this study explores the
possibility of continuing negative attitudes of Blacks in view of their
historical victimization. Essentially, the study ranked equally both
theories of Concensus and Conflict on the perceptions of the police and
their Job performance. The methodology for this study consisted of an
analysis of forty studies, nine mainstream and thirty-one radicals.
These studies were conducted between 1964 and 1984.
The main sources of information were various studies conducted on
perception of police by Blacks and whites in the United States and made
available in the form of books. Journal articles, government documents
and unpublished manuscripts. While the distinction w£ls maintedned
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between mainstream and radical studies tbrougnout tbe tbeslsi the need
for a new approacn In examining perceptions of Blacks and Police Perform
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CHAPTER I
fieaearoh Problem
The major Issue was whether or not Blades are satisfied with the
police and their Job performance. This problem could not be resolved
with original research because of budgetary and time problems but a
review of the literature from two perspectives will aisslst the reader in
understanding why there are doubts in statistical studies which show
that Black communities support the police.
The two major schools that were addressed were the Radical and
Mainstream. The Radical school took the position that the police were
involved in many misdeeds and tnat only a massive overall approach would
change police actions and misdeeds. The M2d.nstream approach was that
the police were doing an excellent Job and that the community did in
fact support the police. Mainstreamers had admitted that there were
problems, but the problems were very small and with the help and support
of the community they could be resolved. Mainstreamers believed that
the resolution of conflicts should be done within the department and not
outside of the department; thus, they would not support police review
boards or police appeal boards to oversee police misdeeds.
Are Blacks satisfied with the police and their Job performance?
What do previous studies indicate about Black perceptions of the police
and their Job performance?
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Few reseaurchers have critically reviewed the literature on Black
perceptions of the police since the reforms of the 1960's. The earliest
studies of community perceptions of the police found that Blacks tended
to have a lower opinion of the police In their community (Blderman,
1967; Wilson, 1975; Nehnevajas, 1977; and Debro, 1984)J Furthermore,
the conflict between the police amd the Black community was said to have
been the precipitating factor of many of the urban riots of the 60's
(Commission on Civil Disorders, 1967; Tom Wicker, 1968: Wisconsin
Commission on Civil filets, 1981).2 jhls thesis will critically examine
the findings of studies of Black perceptions of the police and their Job
performance from 1964 to 1984.
A number of changes have taken place In Inner city police depart¬
ments since the Civil Rights Movement. As a result of Affirmative
Action Programs emd recommendations from Civil Disobedience Advisory
Canmlsslons, urban centers with large minority populations have
^ Albert D. Blderman et al.. Report on a Pilot Study In the
District of Columbia on Victimization and Attitudes Toward Law Enforce-
(Washington, D. C.: U.S. Qovernment Printing Office, 1967), PP.
1-161; James W. Wilson, Thinking About Crime (New fork: Vintage Book,
1975)* p. 55; J. Nehnevajsa, "Opinions About the Police," (Pittsburgh,
Pa,; University of Pittsburgh, Center for Urban Research, 1977)* PP.
1-89; Julius Debro, "Policing In Black Communities; A Tale of Two
Cities," (Institute of Criminal Justice, Grant No. 80NI-AX-003* Atlanta
University, Atlanta, Ga., 1984), pp. 1-17*
^ U.S., Commission on Civil Disorders, "Police - Community
Relations In Washington, D.C.: Police Community Relations," A Report
of the D.C. Advisory Ooinimfc1-.ee to the n.S. Commlaaion on Civil Rights
(Washington, D.C., 1981), p. 12-18; Tom Wicker, "Introduction," to U.S.
National Advisory Commiaaiftn on Civil Disorders. Hew York Times ed.
(N.I.: Dutton 1968), pp. V-XI; Wisconsin State Committee, Police
Isolation and Community Weeda. Wisconsin Commission on Civil Rights,
(1972), p. 10.
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recruited sizable numbers of Black police officers. In addition, some
of the nation's leu’gest cities now have Blacks In charge of their police
forces (New fork, Chicago, Atlanta, Washington, D.C., and Baltimore).
The Civil Rights Movement and urban disorders of the 60s and 70s also
Influenced the research of social scientists In the criminal Justice
field. Not only did more researchers become Interested In measuring and
eveiluatlng Black attitudes and perceptions of the police, but they
became suspicious of the data collected In the early studies. In the
70s, researchers began to Include larger samples of Blacks In their
research population, and In response to criticism from Black social
scientists, began to employ more Black Interviewers In the data
collection process.
Literature on the minority perceptions of the police and the role
and function of police forces In Black communities can be divided Into
two basic categories: 1} Mainstream or Consensus; and 2) Conflict or
Radical. Literature and studies written from the madnstream or
consensus perspective view the police as a positive force In the society
and focus on the services that they provide to the community. The
mainstream criminal Justice writers are primarily Interested In
Improving the service provided by the police and therefore pioneered
much of the research In police-community relations. The conflict or
radical writers view the police as an arm of the State and assert that
they function to maintain social order through coercive force. In
contrast to the mainstream theorists, their writings seek to document
how the police use force In a democratic society. Whereas, mainstream
4
theorists view police brutality and corruption and other forms of
misconduct as forms of police devlancy, the radicals view the use of
brutality and force In monorlty cooimunltles as a routine method which Is
accepted by the police as a legitimate method of maintaining order.
For this thesis, I have systematically reviewed literature and
studies from both of these schools.
The assumption of mainstream criminal Justice researchers and crimi¬
nologists wais that the refotmis of the 1960's and 1970's have positively
Influenced the perceptions of Blacks toward the police. They attributed
this finding to the Increase of Black officers In minority communities.
The radical criminologista and criminal Justice researchers,
however, maintained that these perceptions have not changed and pointed
to the continuing conflict between police and the minority communities.
In oases where onplrlcal data have been presented to show an Increase In
positive perceptions of the police In the Black community, they argued
that the methodology utilized has skewed the reality.
In this thesis, I will review studies and literature supporting both
perspectives and will critically examine the methodology amd data used
to form their conclusions. It Is my own contention that the radicals
are correct In many of their au*guments and despite statistics to the
contrary, there Is still a great deal of conflict between the Black
community and the police forces of major cities.
CHAPTER II
Coneeptual Framework
This chapter outlloas the conceptual framework of attitudes toward
police and their Job performance bjr race. As shown In Figure 1, there
are three connecting paths parallel to each other: one connecting the
concepts and, In general, one connecting the concepts for the white popu¬
lation, emd one connecting the concepts for the Black population. The
Blacks were historically the victims of slavery, etc., unlike whites who
always had more privileges and were treated with fairness and/or respect.
The fact that Blacks were at the lower stratum of the society they were
treated harshly by all the governmental bodies In general, and especially
by the police. The police overtly expressed their brutal behavior, l.e.,
arresting and shooting the Black population. Consequently, Blacks had
developed negative attitudes toward the police, despite the fact that the
police are supposedly the source of security. In the 1960's, the Equal
Opportunity Act and some other reforms took place In favor of Blacks
which changed the attitude of at least some Blacks from negative to posi¬
tive. Today Blacks are divided Into two groups after the reforms; one
having positive attitudes and the other with continuing negative atti¬
tudes toward the police and their Job performance.
While the required panel data are not available to analyze the con^
ceptual model (Figure 1}, this thesis takes advantage of amalyzlng
studies conducted In the past twenty years (1964 to 1984), adopting the
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This chapter outlines the methodolog/ that was employed to dlstlo-
gulsh the mainstream from the radical studies on the attitudes of the
Black community toward the police and their Job performance. This thesis
reviewed studies and works which were either unpublished or which were
published In books, professional Journals, magazines during the period
1964 to 1984. A total of 40 articles both published and unpublished were
found.
These studies were classified Into mainstream and radical, nine
studies constituting 22.5St of a total of 40 studies gave us most of the
Infoinnatlon needed for the mainstream study. ThliM;y-one (31) studies
constituting 77were categorized as radical.
The following compared set of veu*lables were mployed to compare each
study frcmt both schools:
a) Who was the author?
b) What was the title of the study?
c) What year the study wsis conducted?
d) Was the study published In book form or part of an edited book or
published as an article In a professional Journal or report or
unpublished manuscript?
e) What was the s£unple size and area?
f) What were the survey Instruments used to collect the data?
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g) What was the methodologjr used to adapt or to analyze the study?
h) What were the findings of the study?
I) What were the number of questions asked to collect the data?
J) What were the kinds of questions asked to collect the data?
k) What wets the agency that funded the study?
1} What are the remarks that the researcher have to accept or
disagree with the findings of the study.
Based on the above statements, the descriptive tables were con¬
structed In order to compare mainstream and radical studies.
Source of Data
The data for this study were obtained through the National Criminal
Justice Reference Service, the Police Foundation, the Government
Printing Office, and Public and Private Libraries. These sources of
Information represent the major institutions which maintain Information
about the perceptions of Blacks toward police and their Job performance.
gglics Foundatiga
The Police Foundation Is a private organization which Is funded by
the Ford Foundation and Justice Department. The major functions au*e to
conduct research on police Issues and publish the findings.
National Criminal Justice Reference Service
The NCJRS Is a part of the United States 0ep8u*tment of Justice.
This agency houses material specifically about criminal Justice topics.
The Information for my study was obtained through an extensive search
called a custom search which Is a special collection of documents chosen
for my specific Inforaatlon needs, "Black Attitudes Tow2u:*d The Police."
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Government Printing Offloe
The Government Printing Office prints, publishes and sells publica¬
tions by stock number. I obtained one document from this source.
Public and Private Libraries
A significant amount of the Information for this study was collected
from published books, Journals and government documents housed In public
and private libraries, through a search of the card catalogs, social
sciences Indexes and reference services, under the headings of Black
perceptions, attitudes, opinions, community relations and midoonduct
Issues from verbal abuse to deadly force, along with other topics and
headings.
Limitations
The major limitation of the study pertaining to Black perceptions of
police and their Job performance was that all the data were not
categorized by race or radical vs. nmlnstream. Therefore, this writer
categorized the authors by their findings and/or conclusions. Also,
all the Information needed to answer/argue my thesis was not available
In the documents themselves or any other place that the writer was aware
of, except going to each author personally. Related to this problem was
the distance of the Police Foundation, NCJRS, and the Government
Printing Office which are all located In Washington, O.C..
CHAPTER IV
Analysis of Studies
The following section will present the results of a systematic
evaluation of the array of studies concerning the relationship between
the police and the Black community. Briefly, articles and studies
examining the attitudes and perceptions of minorities toward the
police and the role of the police in the Black community from 1964 to
1980 were reviewed. These studies were cleisslfied as
mainstream/consensus and radical/conflict baised upon the variables
wnich the researchers focused on and the conclusions derived from the
data.
The studies from each of these schools were then subdivided based
upon the types of Issues which tney focused upon. The studies and
literature from the mainstream/consensus school fell into the
following three categories:
1} studies advocating the continuity
of the programs;
2) studies explaining police use of
deadly force;
3) surveys which measure ^plrlcally,




The studies and literature which were reviewed from the radical/
conflict school fell In one of the following five categories:
1} literature on the ethical considerations
of studies concerning pollce/communlty
relations research;
2) studies critiquing the methodology of
mainstream researchers and recommendations
for Improving this methodology;
3) studies documenting and examining police
misconduct—police brutality, use of
deadly force, and police corruption;
4} writings from the sociology of knowledge
perspective which examine the Influence
that funding and/or sponsoring agency
has In the production of Ideology.
1. Mainstream
The mainstream studies Justified the existing system. The
present study considered nine research contributions under mainstream
studies as shown In Table 1. One study appeared In book form; five
articles were published in professional Journals; one was an
unpublished work, and two were reports from Institutions. From Table
2, It Is clear that the funding agencies for six studies were not
clear; the remaining three were sponsored by the President,
12






Number Percent Number Percent
Books 1 11.11 7 23.33
Journal Articles 5 55.55 16 53.33
Unpublished 1 11.11 1 3.33
Magazines - - 2 6.66
Reports 2 2.22 2 6.66
Chapters
In Edited
Books - - 3 10.00
Total 9 100.00 31 100.00
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Table 2. Distribution of Studies by Funding Agencies.
Funding Agency Mainstream Radical
Number Percent Number Percent
Unknown 6 66.67 19 65.53
Nat. Endowment
for Humanities - - - - 1 3.33
Pres. Common Law
Enforc. Admin of
Justice 1 11.11 ..
Nat. Insti. of
Law Enforce. &
— — — —
C.J.LEAA - - - - 1 3.33
U.S. Dept, of Justice 1 11.11
LEAA and NIJ 1 11.11 1 3.33
Nat. Urban Lea^e — — 3 10.00
NAACP - - 1 3.33
Internal Ass. of
Chiefs of Police - - - - 1 3.33
NIMH — - - 1 3.33
U.S. News & World
Report - - — 1 3.33
Ca. Long Beach
Res. Simulation Fund
- - - - 1 3.33
Total 9 100.00 31 100.00
* see glossary
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Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, National
Institute of Justice and tbe U. S. Department of Justice.
From Table 3, we can see the sample coverage of each study. Two
studies had no samples because they did a complete survey. The sample
size for one of the studies was not known. Of the remednlng six
studies, four covered at least 1,000 respondents, and the remadnlng two
covered between 200 and 800 respondents. The Information on missing
data (Table 4) Indicated that three studies did not specify the number
of questions asked, and four studies failed to mention the kinds of
questions asked In the survey,
a) Studies Advocating to Continue the Program
In this section, all three studies, based on their Importance,
advocated the need to continue the program. The study conducted
by Economic and Industrial Research Incorporated (1972),
Dllllngnan's study on minority hiring (1974} and the study by
Brooks and Friedrich on direct communication (1970) falls under
this category.3 These studies concluded that the programs were a
step In the right direction. The studies observed the most
3 Economic and Industrial Research, Incorporated, "Program for
Augmenting Police Community Relations: A Comprehensive Report,"
(Baton Rouge, La.: Economic and Industrial Research, Inc., 1972),
pp. 1-105; Gerald OllUngiian, "Black Attitudes Towsur'd Police and
the Courts: A Survey," Black World (December 1974): 4-13; William
D. Brooks and Gustav W. Friedrich, "Police Image - An Exploratory
Study," Journal of Communication 20 (March 1970): 370-374.
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Table 3. Dlstrlbutioa of Studies by Sample Size and Area
Sample Mainstream Radicals
Number Percent Number Percent
Less Than 200 - - 7 22.58
200 - 499 1 11.11 1 3.23
500 - 799 1 11.11 -
800 - 999 - - - -
1fOOO or more 4 44.44 2 6.45
Unknown 1 11.11 - -
N/A - - 17 54.83
Complete 2 22.22 4 12.90
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Table 4. Distribution of Studies by Missing Data
Mainstream Radical
Missing Data Number Percent Number Percent
Number of questions 3 33.33 2 6.45
Kinds of questions 4 44.44 3 9.68
Funding organization 6 66.66 19 61.29
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frequent complaint from Black citizens was the lack of courtesy
from police. To them, there were racial problems, and the police
and community recognize the Importance of police-community
relations programs. Blacks who have direct contact with police
were likely to have a more favorable attitude rather than those
with indirect contact. Those with a strong sense of Black
consciousness and alienation were most critical of police and
their education made no difference. When the differences were
observed by regions. Southern Blacks seem to be more tolerant than
those in the other parts of the nation,
b) Studies Justifying Police Shootings
Fyfe (1978 and 1981), and Binder and Scharf (1982), studied Police
use of deadly force,^ it was their contention that the mortality
rate of Blacks resulted from the community characteristics such as
the general rate of violence in the inner cities and violent
felonies.
Fyfe's (1981), study suggests that white police officers are
underrepresented in police shootings of Blacks.^ The earlier
^ James Fyfe, "Police Deadly Force in New Zork City: Some
Implications for Police and Ctxiimunity Action," New Zork City Police
Academy, 1978 in Criminal Justice Abstract (September 1979): 358-359;
James Fyfe, "Who Shoots? A Look at Officer Race and Police Shooting."
Journal of Police Science and Administration 9 (April 1981): 367*382;
Arnold Binder and Peter Scharf, "Deadly Force in Law Enforcement,"
Crime and Delinauenov 28 (January 1982): 1-23.
5
Fife, "Who Shoots?", pp. 367-382.
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study by Fyfe (1978) suggests Injuries and deaths can be reduced
by means of police statements of guidance in shooting a gun,
enforcing policy by establishing an administrative review
procedure, examining alternative operational policies and
practices, assessing reward systoa, and Improving training in
firearm and departmental phisolophy.^ The findings of Binder and
Scharf (1982), by and large, are similar to those of Fyfe 1978.^
c) Studies. Indi.cating_^n Overall Favorable Opinion of Blacks
Toward Police and Their Job Performance.
All three studies (Blderman, 1967; Nehnevajsa, 1977, and Debro,
1984), found an overall favorable opinion of Blacks toward the
police and their Job performance.^ Blderman's most outstanding
finding shows a generally high regard for the police among all
groups, including Black men. Nehnevajsa*s basic findings
disclosed a rather favorable disposition toward police and he
stated that police may have basically fewer community relation
problems than they may well think they have, and they have more
support than they Imagine they have. It was a mistake to assume
^ Fyfe, "Deadly Force", pp. 358-359*
Binder and Scharf, "Deadly Force", pp. 1-23*
^ Blderman "et al.", "Victimization and Attitudes", p. 45;
Nehnevajsa, "Opinions", pp. 8-21; Debro, "Policing in Black
Communities", p. 17.
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tbat "most people" or even "many", were strongly disaffected from
local police, rather the evaluations are strongly favorable. The
data supported unequivocally the conclusion that policemen could
seek further Improvements from the position of a favorable
community climate of opinion. The data base also supported the
key conclusion that most police were believed to be honest. Even
after singling out Blacks to control for race or the young to
control for age, their negative views on the police were
Interpreted In the context of a predominantly positive and
supportive climate for the police. Debro found that Blacks were
supportive of police and believed them to be doing a good Job.
The police were rated best In middle Income-low crime tracts.
20
II Radical Studies
This section covers thirty-one studies focusing on the radical
perspective In measuring the Black perception toward police and their
job performance. The pattern of avcdlablllty of these studies was as
follows: 16 Journal 8u?tlcles, seven books, three portions of an edited
book, two reports, two magazines and one unpublished manuscript. All
these studies were conducted before 1964 auid up to 1984. In regard to
the source of funding. It was unclear In the case of 19 studies. Among
others, The National Endowment for Humanities funded one study; The
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justlce/LEAA funded
one study; The National Institute of Justice funded one study. The
National Urban League funded three studies and The National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People funded one study.
The International Association of Chiefs of Police funded one study,
N.I.M.H. funded one study, Q.S. Hews and World Report funded one
study, and one study was funded through California, Long Beach,
Research Simulation Fund.
The sample distribution of these studies vary In the following
manner:
Seventeen studies did not specify what their sample size was;
four studies had a complete data base at national level. Of the
others, seven studies used a sample of less than 200 respondents, two
studies considered more than 1,000 respondents In the sample, and only
one study reported a sample size between 200 and 500 respondents. When
the Information was sought on the number of questions auad kinds of
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questions, two studies In the first case and three studies In the
second case failed to provide such particulars. Based on the Issues
highlighted In these studies, they can be grouped and discussed In the
following five heads:
a) Studies Focusing on Ethical and Methodological Problems
There are seven studies In this section. One study (Longnlre,
g
1983), focused mainly on ethical problems. According to this
study 63% of the researchers In criminal Justice experienced
one or more of eight types of ethical dilemma. The ranalnlng
six studies (SlcogEm, 1975; Menke and White, 1978; Blalock, 1982
and 1984; Psanoss, 1984; Sartorl, 1984) focused on
methodological problems.Skogan (1975), found the models
employed to analyze police operations to be general ones.^ ^
^ Dennis Longmlre, "Ethical Dilemmas In the Research Setting:
A Survey of Experiences and Responses In the Criminological
Community," Criminology 21 (March 1983): 333-348.
Wesley Skogan, "Public Policy Evaluation of Criminal Justice
System Performance," John A. Gardner auid Michael A. Mulkey, nrima and
Criminal Justice^ (New York: Harper and Row, 1974), pp. 43-61; Ben
Menke and Mervln F. White, "A Critical Analysis of Surveys on Public
Opinion Toward Police Agencies," Journal of Police Science and
Adminiatrafcinn 6 (February 1978): 204-218; Hubert Blalock,
Conceptualization Measurement In the Social Sciences. (New York:
Praeger Publications, 1982), pp. 1-288; Hubert Blalock, Basic
Dilemmas In the Social Sciences. (New York: Praeger Publications,
1984), pp. 1-189; Alvin Psanoss, "Are Pollsters Getting Out of Hand?"
U.S. News and World Report. May 1984, pp. 30-33; Giovanni Sartorl,
Social Science Concepts; A Systematic Analysis. (Beverly Hills, Ca.:
Sage Publications, 1984), pp. 1-456.
Skogan, "Public Policy Evaluations", pp. 43-61.
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There is a fundamental conceptual problem in performance
measurement which deals with what may be treated as
"performance". Slcogan also found that there was no theoretical or
practical bases for the selection of performance indicators.
Menke 2uid White (1978}| contended that the majority of the
literature on perceptions of police did not address the
theoretical or ethical problems and that past research and policy
12
recommendations violated some basic tenets.
Blalock (1982) contended that the theoretical assumptions and
conceptual apparatus were underdeveloped and needed careful
13
attention. Blalock (1984), found the methodological problems
remained limited because of the lack of consensus on concepts and
iu
definitions. Psanoss (1984), suggested that those in positions
of power relied too much on surveys that were often flawed, there
15
were limits that people failed to understand. Sartorl (1984),
found a gross lack of progress of concept analysis, that there
16
was no systematic analysis of the concepts.
Menke and White, "A Critical Analysis", pp. 204-218.
Blalock, "Conceptualization and Measurement", p. 1.
14
Blalock, "Basic Dilaaimas", p. 1.
15
Psanoss, "Are Pollsters Getting Out of Hand?", pp. 33-35.
16
Sartori, "Social Science Concepts", p. 1.
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b) flecommendatlons for Improving Ethical and Methodological Problems
There were three studies (Bordua and Tlfft, 1971> Klyman and
Kruckenberg, 1974; Boggs and Galllher, 1975) which focused on
recommendations for improving ethical or methodological
17
problems. Bordua and Tifft (1971}» recommended the use of
indepth interviews in attitudinal sujrveys to evaluate total
18
police effectiveness and in police planning as a tool.
Klyman and Kruckenberg (1974) designed a point scale to assess
citizens perceptions to be used in a dynamic community setting
19
rather than the university setting the scale was tested in.
Boggs and Galllher (1975) included "street" respondents in their
survey of citizens perceptions for social policy to Include all
20
ramges of society.
c) Abuse of Blacks and Corruptions of Police Departments
One of the eight studies focused on police corruption. Six of the
studies focused on some form of abuse of Blacks. Baker (1978),
17
David J. Bordua auid Larry L. Tlftt, "Citizen Interviews,
Organizational Feedback, and Police - Community Relations Decisions,"
Law and Society Review 6 (November 1971): 155-182; Fred Klyman and
Joanna Kruckenberg, "A Method for Assessing Citizen Perceptions of
Police," Journal of Criminal Justice 2 (Fall 1974): 219-233: Sarah L.
Boggs and James F. Galllher, "Evaluating the Police: A Comparison of
Black Street and Household Respondents," Social Problems 22 (February
1975): 396-406.
18
Bordua and Tifft, "Citizen Interviews", pp. 155-182.
IQ
Klyman and Kruckenberg, "A Method", pp. 219-233.
20
Boggs and Galllher, "Evaluating the Police", pp. 396-406.
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found that 40$ of the members of a Southern police department
engaged in brutality, and that in 46$ of the time, this conduct
was rarely reported.Baker also agreed from his findings that
23$ of the police officers had committed perjury while 54$ never
or rarely reported any incidents. The other five studies:
(Providence, R.l. 1979; Jacobs and Britt, 1979; Sherman 1978 and
1980; Hatula, 1982) dealt with the fleeing felon rule and deadly
force.Sherman (1978), found the fleeing felony rate unchanged
in case law and state statute and no officers are presently bound
by restrictive policy.Sherman (1980), found the state laws to
be unconstitutional, that they denied victims the 5th and 14th
24
Amendment rights. The rule allowed cruel and unusual punish¬
ment to be imposed and appeared to deny equal protection to
Thomas Baker, "An Smpirical Study of Police Deviance Other
than Corruption,” Journal of Police Science and Adminiatration 6
(March 1978): 264-272.
Providence (Rhode Island) Human Relations Cooimisslon,
"Police Use of Deadly Force in Providence, Rhode Island," (Providence
Rhode Island, 1979)* in Criminal Justice Abstracts (March 1980): 72;
David Jacobs and David Britt, "Inequality and Police Use of Deadly
Force: An Empirical Assessment of a Conflict Hypothesis,"
Social Problems 26 (April 1979): 405-412; Lawrence H. Sherman,
"Restricting the Licence to Kill - Recent Developments in Police Use
of Deadly Force," Criminal Law Bulletin 14 (June 1978): 577-583;
Lawrence U. Sherman, "Execution Without Trial: Police Homicide and the
Constitution," Vanderbilt Law Review 33 (January 1980): 71-100;
Kenneth J. Matula, "A Balance of Force," Gaithersburg, Md.:
International Association of Chiefs of Police, 1982, in nniminai
Justice Abstracts. (Septanber 1982): 334-335.
Sherman. "Restricting the Licence to Kill", pp. 577-583.
2U
Sherman, "Execution Without Trial”, pp. 71-100.
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Blacks. The Providence Report (1979}i found that many shootings
occurred as a result of minor legal Infractions.^^ In 70$ of the
cases the suspect was fleeing. In an overwhelming majority of the
cases shooting could have been avoided. The shootings were moral¬
ly unjustified and the rule (fleeing felony) was out of date.
Jacobs and Britt (1979)f found that police were most likely to use
deadly force In the most unequal states and that the amount of
violent crimes and riots 2ind percent chamged In population
predicted events, smd the hypothesis derived from conflict theory
did predict the amount of police caused homicides.Matula
(1982), found that courts were unable to establish standard of law
regarding police use of deadly force, and they disagreed on the
appropriateness of using departmental policy as evidence of
officer's accountability In shooting.ge found that existing
policies were often not comprehensive and stated with a fleeing
felon rule had the highest rate of homicide.
Belgel and Belgel (1977)f one of the eight studies, focused on
police corruption and found the code of silence to be among police
biggest obstacles to Justice.This police corruption was
systematic and touched all ranks and levels.
Providence (R.I.) Human Relations Commission, "Police Use of
Deadly Force", p. 72.
Jacobs and Britt, "Inequality", pp. 405-412.
Matula, "A Balance of Force", pp. 334-335.
Herbert Belgel and Allen Belgel, Beneath the Badge; A Story
of Police Corruption (New fork: Harper and Row, 1977)» Pp. 1-203.
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The Yale Law Journal^ (1979) found that suing was not an effective
deterrent of police behavior/misconduct.
The National Urban League (1976), found that the Law Enforcement
Assistance Association had not promoted Blacks to upper management
and policy-making positions and were lax In creating crime
prevention programs that Involved the Black community*Woodson
(1977), found that research did have a role In the allocation and
distribution of funds within the criminal Justice field, If not
directly through specific empirical findings, then by Its role In
Influencing of public opinion. And most of the research was
conducted by upper emd middle class whites whose Interpretation of
the data were Influenced by their backgrounds,
d) Studies on Funding and Related Factors
This section consisted of three studies: (National Urban League,
1976; Woodson, 1977; Price, 1984).^^ The focus was on the
29
Yale Law Journal, "Suing the Police In Federal Court," Yale
Law Journal 88 (April 1979): 781-824.
National Urban League Inc., "Review of the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration's Relationship to the Black Community," (New
York: National Urban League Inc., 1976), pp. 1-20.
Robert L. Woodson, Black Perspectives on Crime and the
Criminal Justice System (Boston Mass.: Q. K. Hall and Co., 1977), PP.
1-4.
32 National Urban League, Review of LEAA, pp. 1-20; Woodson,
Black Perspectives, pp. 69-70; Barbara Price, "Introduction," to
Criminal Justice Research: New Models and Findings. (New York: Harper
and How, 1980), pp. 7-11.
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factors of funding. Price (1980), focused on the types and
philosophy of the sponsoring agencies which found that applied
research was the most relevant because of the funding
priorities.These audience/sponsors of applied research often
had limited time to address and resolve Immediate problems,
e) Contradictions to Mainstream: Dlssoell Mvths
This section covered eight studies; all of the studies
(President's Commission, 1986; Claire, Kilbane and Burns, 1969:
Milwaukee Theological Institute, 1973; Herman and Julia
Sohwendinger, 1974; Center for Research on Criminal Justice, 1975;
Brown, 1977; Debro and Taylor, 1978; Headley, 1983; Armstrong,
1984} focused on the contradictions.
33 Price, Introduction, pp. 7-11.
3^ President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration
of Justice, "Task Force Report: The Police": Norman Johnston, Marvin
Wolfgang, and Leonard Savltz, The Sociology of Punishment and Crime.
(New fork: Johns HUey and Sons, 1968), pp. 26-31; Patricia F. Claire,
Marjorie Kilbane, and Alan Burns, Police Courts and the Ghetto (Conn.:
Pendulum Press Inc., 1969), PP. 9-61; Milwaukee Theological Institute,
Perspectives on Criminal Justice (Milwaukee, Wls.: Center for
Twentieth Century Studies, Wisconsin Humanities Committee, 1973), PP.
1-41; Herman and Julia Schwendlnger, "Defenders of Order or Guardians
of Human Rights?, "Ivan Taylor, Paul Walton, and Jock Toung,
Critical CriminologyT (Boston: Routledge and Ke^n, Paul, 1975), pp.
113-146; Center for Research on Criminal Justice, The Iron Fist and
the Velvet Glove; An Analysis of the D.S. Police (Berkeley, Ca.:
Center for Research on Criminal Justice, 1977), PP. 5-220; Lee P.
Brown, "Bridges Over Troubled Waters - A Perspective on Policing in
the Black Community," Robert L. Woodson, Black Perspectives on Crime
and the Criminal Justice System (G. K. Hall Publishers, 1977)• PP.
79-105; Julius Debro and Helen Taylor, "Study on the Status of Black
Criminology In the United States," (Institute foi* Criminal Justice and
Crlmlmlogy, University of Maryland, 1978), In Crlml^ial Justice
Abstracts (June 1980): 246-247; Bernard Headley, "Black on Black
Crime; The Myth and the Reality," Social Justice and Social Policy 20
(1983): 50-61; Don Armstrong "What More Evidence Do Tou Need?,"
The Crisis. (February 1984): 44-45.
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Claire, Kilbane and Burns (1969)f suggested that there was the
appearance that the federal government had taken the lead, but we
know much more about what must be done than we are doing. The
setting Impressed upon the Milwaukee Theological Institute that
the rapidly changing nature of society, was creating problems
throu^ a persistent neglect rather than solvlxig any of them
thz^)ugh rational planning. The President's Commission (1968), In
their study found that surveys may not have accurately reflected
the full extent of minority group dissatisfaction with the police;
a widespread problem with the Negro and Latin communities existed
and that Indepth Interviews frequently lead to strong statements
of hostility.36
Herman and Julia Schwendlnger (1974), found that no scholar
Involved In the controversy about the definitions of crime had
been able to avoid direct or Indirect use of moreil standards In a
solution to this problaB.37 They did not claim a true definition
of crime but they did say that legalistic definition could not be
Justified as long as they made the activities of criminologist
subservient to the state.
35 Claire, Kilbane, and Burns, Police and Ghetto, pp. 9-61.
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration
of Justice, "Task Force Report", pp. 26-31.
Schwendlnger, "Defenders or Guardians", pp. 113-146.
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The Center for Research on Criminal Justice (1975)« claimed the
genered. class function of the police in a capitalist society had
38
not changed in the last 150 years. Each generation of workers
had faced police repression in labor disputes, each generation of
Third World people had been victimized by racist police
practices, and each generation of progressive political movements
had been attacked by counter insurgent political forces and
intelligence agencies.
Brown (1977)f said that inequality of the application of the law
39
could indeed be seen by examining criminal Justice statistics.
Police were an occupational subculture essentially because...the
probl^ was not one of a few "bad eggs" in a police department of
1,000 or 10,000 men, but rather of a police system that recruited
a significant number of bigots, which was reinforced through the
bigotry in the departments* value system and through their
socialization with older officers, and then they took the worst
of the officers and put them on duty in the ghetto, where the
opportunity to act out the prejudice was always available.
Oebro and Taylor (1978), found that Black scholars perceived that
racism was Increasing within the criminal Justice system, and
that Black people in the U.S. were still victims of discrimina¬
tion, overt and covert, while Black and white scholars were
38
Center for Research on Criminal Justice, The Iron Flat and
the Velvet Glove, pp. 5-220.
39
Brown, "Bridges Over Troubled Waters", pp. 79-105.
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leaving the field of criminology and criminal Justice because of
40
a feeling of bopelessness.
Headley (1983), stated that the police were more of a threat to
Blacks than Black on Black crime, and in the long run street
crime and victimization could only be solved by a radical
overhaul of the American political economy and Ideology system
41
that directed and guided the criminal Justice system.
Armstrong (1984), reported, after long sessions and seemingly
overwnelmlng evidence, that there remained a misconception of the
situation from both sides. The amount of evidence needed to get
42
Federal legislation past Jesse Helms was a tough task.
This section reviewed nine mainstream studies and 31 radical
studies to observe their advantages and disadvantages.
The advantages, disadvantages and superiority of studies will be
discussed in the next section.
40
Debro and Taylor, "Status of Black Criminology", pp.
246-247.
41
Headley, "Black on Black Crime", pp. 50-61.
42
Armstrong, "What More Evidence Do Tou Need?", pp. 44-45.
CHAPTEfl V
Siimmanv anH PoDGlusioa
As It was observed In tbe earlier sections, two controversial schools,
mainstream and radical, contributed to the study of Black perception
toward police and their Job performance. Obviously, both schools have
certain merits and certain disadvantages In measuring the perception.
Mainstream studies mainly advocated the necessity for continuing
programs and studies, which Justified police homicides or the use of
deadly force. At their broadest perspective, they concluded that
Blacks had an overall favorable opinion toward the police and their
Job performance.
Other malnstrearners, such as, Fyfe (1978 and 1981), as well as
Binder and Scharf (1982), in an attempt to Justify police shootings,
stated that police shooting rates were mainly the products of the
victims characteristics (such as race, age and geographical area). An
overall favorable opinion of Blacks toward the police and their Job
performance was a common finding of Blderman (1967), Debro (1984), and
Nehnevajsa (1977). Oebro, while considering four communities
(low-lncome-hlgh crime, mld-lncome>hlgh crime, low-income, low-crime,
mid-income low-crime), found that the Improvement of relationships
between police and community respondents could be Improved by means of
establishing more community programs. Most of the mainstream programs
31
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in general, and tbe Oebro study in particular, observed that persons
with low-income and high-crime rate had a negative attitude, while
their counterparts with high-income and low-crime rates had positive
attitudes.
While the mainstream studies did look at one side of the issue,
radical studies, focuses were on the other side. Radical students
primarily doubted ethical and methodological standards used in
mcd.nstreaffl studies. Blalock, in his book. Conceptualization and
Measurement in the Social Sciences, as late as 1982, concluded that
mainstream studies, the theoretical assumptions and conceptual
apparatus were underdeveloped and that they needed careful attention.
He also pointed out in Basic Dilemmas in f.h«» Social Sciences, the lack
of concensus and concepts and definitions in criminological research.
In addition to their questioning ethical and methodological standards
of mainstreams studies, radical studies ed.so felt that Blacks eu'e
abused and police departments are corrupted. Specifically Barak in his
study In Defense of Who? A Critique of Criminal Justice Reform in
1978, observed that 401^ of the members of a Southern police department
were known for their oon-reported brutality. Similarly, several other
studies confidentially reported that the Black population were the
sufferers from the ill treatment and rude behavior of police toward
them. These studies also gave room to assess the role of funding
agencies in reducing researcher liberty and obligating them to look at
only the positive part of police behavior toward Blacks.
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la contradlctloa to mainstream, radical studies claimed that they
dispelled myths. At their core Interest, radical studies Insisted that
the Black population could not have an overedl positive opinion about
the police at the cost of what happened to them In history, particu¬
larly at the time of slave patrols and the continuing Increased eco¬
nomic Inequalities with underlying racial prejudices In the contempo¬
rary society. It Is hard to agree completely with mainstream thought
which Indicated an overall favorable opinion of Blacks or completely
with radicals which emphaislzed their overall negative attitude.
I believe the present research recognized two groups of Blacks:
Blacks with the positive attitudes and Blacks with negative attitudes,
as a threshold line between mainstream and radicals. The Black group
with positive attitude was conceived to be of an older generation com¬
pared to the Black with a negative attitude, edthough there was no
measureable data on this Issue at the time of the research. This
pattern of generation gap can be Justified In lieu of relatively less
victimization, hl^er educational opportunities, hl^er occupational
opportunities, and less brutality from the police among the older
generations In comparison to the younger generations.
Finally, It was worth noting that ch£uage was certainly taking
place In the direction of reducing racial differences and reducing
police brutality towards Blacks, but the rate of the change was not up
to the mark; It Is gradual.
The radical studies generally questioned the methodology and the
conclusions drawn by persons following the mainstream approach.
Blcdock (1982), contended that the theoretical 2issumptloas and
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conceptual framework of most of the studies were underdeveloped and
that they needed careful attention. Blalock also pointed out that
there was a lack of consensus as well as concepts and defluLtlons In
most criminological research.
Most of the radical studies generally agreed that Blacks were
abused by the police and that there was an unusual amount of deadly
force used against the Black community. These studies generally
Indicated that Blacks, because of their oppression by the police,
could not have a favorable impression of the police community.
Interestingly, the radical and oialnstream approaches made a great
contribution; the combination of these two methods would be helpful to
understand both at the periphery level and at the Interior level,
about the cause and the detemnlnants of attitudes of any given race In
any given population as shown In Figure 2. For example, mainstream
studies Indicated that hidden poverty and the criminal characteristics
were responsible for Blacks developing negative attitude towau*d police
(periphery level). While the mainstream focused on why Blacks were
basically poor, the radicals tended to look at the total scope of the
Issue, which Included the historical and contemporary experiences of
the Black population In the process of Its struggle to obtain equal
status with whites (Ihterlor level). The radical contributors looked
at the economic deprivation Issue from the point of view of Ourkhelm's
theories. Essentially, they Implied that Blacks became criminals
because of social characteristics, not by choice but because of the
structure of the economic system In this couhtry.
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The argument as to whether or not Blacks support the police can
not be answered by these studies but they do convey to the reader a
sense that one has to look at both sides of the issue. Malnstreamers
and radicals differed in their approach but both tended to focus
somewhat on the causes of criminal behavior.
What is needed is more individual studies conducted by Black
researchers who are willing to try unconventional approaches to survey
data which may provide answers which are non-traditlonal and which
will give a truer meaning to how poor Black individuals feel about the
police and their practices.
RGURE 2
Schematic Representation of Suuirary and Conclusion
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